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Explore
indian spirituality

“The light of faith in Jesus also illumines
the path of all those who seek God, and makes
a specifically Christian contribution to dialogue
with the followers of the different religions”.
FRANCESCO,
- Lumen Fidei 35 -
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The ‘Indian spirituality’ (2010) and ‘The mystic path’ (2008) is the fruit of an
experience lived during the year 2007 in the Pieve of the SS. Annunziata in
Cellena (GR), with the permission of the Superiors OCD and of His Excellency
Mgr. Mario Meini, now Bishop of Fiesole, who with pastoral goodness
received us for a year in the Diocesi of Pitigliano-Sovana-Orbetello.
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Hindu Thought - Indian Spirituality
“Hindu Thought”. This study in
comparative mysticism (originally given as
lectures at the Sorbonne) explores the
relationship between Hindu mystics
(notably Shankara and Sri Ramakrishna)
and Christian Carmelite mystics (notably
St. John of the Cross), using jnana, bhakti,
and raja yogas as a basis for comparison as
well as the sacred scriptures of both
traditions.
Swami Siddheswarananda (1897-1957)
was a prince of the House of Cochin who,
after serving the Order of Ramakrishna,
many years in India, was sent to France in
1937 to found a Vedanta Centre near Paris.
He was well known in France as an author
and lecturer.

"Spiritualità Indiana", whose subtitle is
"Magistero e mistica carmelitana", even
before being a linear St. John of the Cross'
step in a perfective progression, searching
inside the great religious traditions of India
some "compatible elements" (Fides et
Ratio 72) and showing the differences with
the Christian Faith.
Father
John Ballini from 1999 he lives in the
Convent of San Torpè in Pisa and is
researcher of new dimensions in the spirit
at the Istituto di Spiritualità Santa Teresa
di Gesù Bambino, where he gave courses
on "Indian Spirituality" (1999), on "The
spirituality of the Christian prayer" (2000),
and "the diptych: Ascent of Mount
Carmel/Dark Night" by St. John of the
Cross (2001).
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The necessity of the Church

Two years after the draft of the book
"Spiritualità
indiana",
the
three
aforementioned letters of the archbishops
reveal - to the author and to the reader - a
wider and careful understanding, an
understanding of the Church, the Church
which aims to a missionary transport and
an interreligious dialogue (Letter of the
Card. Re) in order to bring, according to
the typical mystic experience of St. John
of the Cross (Letter of Card. Piovanelli),
the Good New of Jesus Christ, the Only Redeemer of mankind (Letter
Mgr. Benotto). Therefore, the book focuses on a vision of the Church, a
vision directed towards three areas of the Christian mystery: the
missionary (1.), the mystic (2.) and the christological (3.) one.
In fact, the text:
1. fits the old-aged tradition of the Church, which has always paid
attention to the dialogue with the great religious traditions and
cultures of the peoples (Card. Giovan Battista Re, Letter)
2. enacts this dialogue considering the original path of the Gospel in the
bright footsteps of St. John of the Cross (Card. Silvano Piovanelli,
Letter)
3. allows each man to draw from the living spring of every grace, that is
Jesus Christ, in whom everything has a meaning, towards whom
everything tends and from whom everything originates (Mgr.
Giovanni Paolo Benotto, Letter).
Therefore, "Spiritualità Indiana", whose subtitle is "Magistero e mistica
carmelitana", even before being a linear St. John of the Cross' step in a
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perfective progression, searching inside the great religious traditions of
India some "compatible elements" (Fides et Ratio 72) and showing the
differences with the Christian Faith, would like to be a book of veiled
ecclesiology.
The book, in fact, highlights the central role of the Church, its necessity in
the plan of salvation, also for those non-Christian religions and for all
those who are searching God, as Benedict XVI stressed in his pastoral visit
in Brescia (8 November 2009), recalling the "Ecclesiam Suam" by Paul
VI, in the 30th anniversary of his death.
The work is flowing and articulate, rich of references to Indian "canonical"
Hindu and Buddhist Scriptures and references to Catholic Church's
teaching, as well as quotations from catholic authors and scholars, such as:
Father Cirillo Bernardo Papali ocd (1902-1981), expert at the Second
Vatican Council for the matter of lay people and first lecturer of Indiology
from 1950 at the Pontifical Faculty in Rome; His Excellency Mgr. Daniel
Acharuparambil ocd (1939-2009), Archbishop of Verapoly, former
lecturer of Induism at the Theological Faculty in Rome;
His Excellency Mgr. Marcello Zago omi (1932-2001), scholar of
Buddhism and former Secretary of the Congregation for the
Evangelization of Peoples; father Ermanno Ancilli ocd (1925-1988),
formerHeadmaster of the Teresianum and editor of important spiritual
works such as: Dizionario Enciclopedico di Spiritualità (DES), La Mistica
(LM) and La Preghiera (LP); Father Alberto Boccanegra op, former
lecturer of Introduction to the Christian mystery at the Theological Faculty
in Florence, for the thomist references related to the correct interpretation
of God's presence in the humans.
While thanking the aforementioned Bishops for the hearty esteem and
convincing words, a grateful thought is expressed to my pastor emeritus of
the parish Cristo Re in Brescia, Don Enrico Bonazza, for having always
followed, with attentive pastoral charity, my journey of seeker of God into
the Catholic Church.
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The cover - The image

Śiva in a Yoga position
(miniature of the 17th century)
Allegorical meaning of the main symbolic elements that surrounds Śiva:

 between the two eyebrows there is the third eye, symbol of wisdom that
destroys the forces of evil
 on the brow there is the crescent, symbol of control over time
 the funerary ashes that cover the body are the symbol of purity and
destruction of the falsehood
 on the brow, and on other parts of the body, there are three lines made
of vibhuti (sacred ash) that represents the essence of the Ᾱtman, which is
not touched by the vasana (attractions and repulsions, conditioning,
attachment to the body, the world, the fame, the worldly pleasure, and so
on); so, vibhuti shows the immortality of the soul
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Explore
"Since faith is a light, it draws us into itself,
inviting us to explore ever more
fully the horizon which it illumines"
- Lumen Fidei 36 -
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INTRODUCTION

1. We are presenting here the introductory trends to the Indian spirituality,
in order to identify the main spiritual elements which are common to both
ancient Indian religious traditions: Hinduism and Buddhism.
These spiritual elements, which we fully identify in the Christian
spirituality, can be reduced to the following three:
 the need to comprehend the spiritual realities in a spiritual way
[1. SPIRITUALITY]
 the need for a spiritual discipline which accompanies the aspirant
towards this comprehension
[2. DISCIPLINE]
 the need to aim, throughout a path of gradual internalization, to the
last and definitive purpose of the human existence
[3. PSYCHO-TECHNIQUES]
2. John Paul II, in the Encyclical letter Fides et Ratio, exhorts the
Christians to search in the ancient religious traditions of India for "the
elements compatible with their faith, in order to enrich the Christian
thought".1
The previous three spiritual elements: SPIRITUALITY, DISCIPLINE,
PSYCHO-TECHNIQUES, can be seen as compatible with the Christian
faith.

1

JOHN PAUL II, Fides et Ratio [FeR]. Encyclical letter about the relationships
between faith and reason, 15th September 1998, 72.
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In fact:
 the first spiritual element gives the human spirit a "great spiritual
impulse" (FeR 72);
 the second spiritual element arouses in the human heart the values of
the spirit and pushes the human heart to the "seek for an experience"
(Ibid,);
 the third spiritual element, which comes from and follows the
previous two elements, makes the human stretching forward a final
reality "expression of an absolute value" (Ibid.)
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1. INDIAN SPIRITUALITY

- Photo: Nord-Est del Kailassa, da: 'Storia delle Religioni' (Vol. I, p. 417), Edizioni Paoline 1960 -

"Yoga prout in Upanishadibus et apud alias scholas indianas accipitur,
derivatur ex radice “yuj” (jungere) et significat unionem animae cum
Deo vel Absoluto"
"Yoga, così come si intende nelle Upanishad e nelle altre scuole indiane,
deriva dalla radice yui [congiungere] e significa l'unione dell'anima con Dio o
con l'Assoluto".2
- C. B. Papali, Order of Discalced Carmelites -

The search for the absolute value
The title given to the book: Indian Spirituality, the essence and dynamics
of the ancient religious traditions of India, shows the search for an absolute
value throughout a path of spiritual growth, thanks to whom the Indian
humans realize the final purpose of his essence.
2

C. B. PAPALI, Hinduismus (volumen primum), Roma 1953.
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John Paul II, with regard to the non-Christian East, referring to the Indian
thought, spoke about a great spiritual burst: “Grandis spiritualis impetus”
(Fidei et Ratio 72), as search for an experience of absolute value:
“absolutum bonum” (Ibid.).
Therefore, Indian Spirituality, as the search for an experience, for a
spiritual path, as the search of that “ancient path” covered ab
immemorabilis by the Indian wises and that finds its origins in the Yoga –
the way of spiritual realization which leads to the union with the Absolute
– and that sprang in the Valley of the Indus (2500 b. C.): “Maybe the most
famous feature of the Indian philosophy and religion is the yoga… the
yogin sat crossing his legs in the position of the lotus and immersed in
meditation is today one of the most familiar images of the Hinduism.
Some seals discovered in the Valley of the Indus let us think that in that
place some particular forms of yoga were practised more than 4000 years
ago”.3

The union with the Absolute
The word Yoga, from the Sanskrit root ‘yuj’, means the different aspects
and the important moments which contribute to the formation of the
Indian human and to the ripening of his spiritual life, that is so say, the
whole inspiring values which gradually become experience of life. The
different meanings of the Sanskrit root ‘yuj’ are the followings: to join
together, to hold tight, to subjugate. The final, definitive, peculiar aspect,
to whom the previous aspects stretch, is the totalizing aspect, the union
with the Absolute, “absolutum bonum” (Fides et Ratio 72):
 “Yoga, Papali writes, prout in Upanishadibus et apud alias scholas
indianas accipitur, derivatur ex radice ‘yuj’ (jungere) et significat
unionem animae cum Deo vel Absoluto” (The word Yoga, as it is
understood in the Upanishad and in other Indian schools, origins
3

R. WATERSTONE, The Indian Spiritualities, Milan 2004.
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from the root ‘yuj’ (to join together) and means the union of the soul
with God or with the Absolute).
From this sentence we can already realize the importance of stressing the
different organization of the path which leads to this “union” both within
the Indian spirituality and the Christian spirituality.
According to the Indian thought, in fact, the word yoga refers to every
method of asceticism, every method of meditation, every spiritual
discipline which implies the “break” and the “detachment” (vairagya), and
then the negation of the phenomenic world in order to recompose the spirit
(purusa), synonym of âtman, the individual oneself, and to make it ready
and well disposed towards the real union, the union with the impersonal
Absolute, the Universal Oneself, the Brahman-Nirvana.
Therefore, we should not confuse this ancient and wise discipline of
spiritual search in a perfective progression towards the salvation of the
soul with the physical exercises, a sort of gym, that are well known in the
West. In fact, “according to the ancient wise men - Papali writes – the
yoga aims to the salvation of the soul, and outside this context not every
exercise could be defined yoga”.
The way chosen by the Hinduism is the astânga-yoga, which Papali calls:
yoga octo membrorum. The way chosen by the Buddhism is the astângamârga, which Papali calls: octuplex via aryana.
Therefore, in both ancient Indian religious traditions, Hinduism and
Buddhism, the use of the word yoga in order to identify the spiritual
discipline which leads to the final aim of an absolute value, fits its
etymological meaning “to subjugate”; “to unify”; “to join together”; three
meanings or three moments which have to be realized in a perfective
progression:

19

 To "subjugate": the spiritual aspirant puts himself under the yoke,
disciplines himself in order to concentrate
 To "unify" what it is disintegrated inside the human: the spiritual
aspirant, after having obtained the concentration throughout the
discipline of the yoga, detaches himself from the profane reality,
carries out the breaking with the world and achieves the integration
of his inner dimension
 To "join together": reintegrated with himself, the spiritual aspirant
achieves the final purpose of the absolute value: the identification
with the Brahman or the extinction into the Nirvana.
We have also to remember that the word ‘yoga’, as a path towards the
union with God or the Absolute, has not the same meaning that it has in
the Christian faith, which believes in the One and Triune God Who
revealed Himself into the History of salvation.
The 2nd Vatican Council remembered, on this subject, that “God in His
goodness and wisdom liked to reveal Himself and let the humans know the
mystery of His will (Eph 1,19), throughout which the humans, thanks to
Jesus Christ, and throughout the Holy Spirit, access to the Father and
participate in the Divine Nature (Dei Verbum 2; Catechism of the Catholic
Church 50-73).
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2. DISCIPLINE

- Photo: Yogin, da Enciclopedia delle Religioni (vol. V, col. 1598), Vallecchi 1973 -

"Omnes tamen scholae Vedânticae, nec non sectae religiosae
posterioris hinduismi, principia physicae et psychologiae ex Sâmkya et
disciplinam asceticam ex Yoga mutuatae sunt. Etiam sectae
heterodoxae, uti sunt Jainistae et Buddhistae, disciplinam yogae in
toto adoptarunt"
"Tutte le scuole del Vedânta e le sette dell'Induismo posteriore hanno
derivato dal Sâmkya i principi fisici e psicologici e dallo Yoga la disciplina
ascetica. Anche le sette eterodosse del Buddhismo e dello Jainismo hanno
adottato tutta la disciplina dello yoga"4.
- C. B. Papali, Order of Discalced Carmelites The Indian path
The realization of the final purpose that we have seen in the previous
chapter about the Indian spirituality, entails the exercise of the breaking
4

C. B. PAPALI, Hinduismus (volumen primum), Roma 1953.
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and the detachment (vairâgya) from the normal ordinary life. The spiritual
discipline (sâdhana) of the classic yoga aims at this purpose not throughout
sudden and violent efforts, but throughout a path of progressive
internalization in eight degrees, and for this reason it is called astânga. As
a path, this ancient spiritual discipline leads to the identification âtmanBrahman or to the extinction into the Nirvana.
Patañjali defines the yoga as the technique, the method, which suspends
the mental flow: “The yoga is the suspension of the modifications of the
mind”.
 Yogas' citta-vŗtti-nirodhah (Sanskrit transliteration)
 Yoga cohibitio-motuum-mentis (Latin translation by Papali)
 yoga as a restraint of the flow and psycho-flow
yoga freno agli influssi e psicoflussi
(Italian translation by Giovanni Ballini)
This is one of the main sutra of the whole work, since it defines the same
essence of the yoga.
With the elimination (nirodha = cohibitio) of the flow (vŗtti = motum) of
the mind (citta = mentis), produced by the prakrti, we consequently
eliminate the avidyâ (ignorance), which is the source of every suffering,
and this means to achieve the discernment, or real decisive knowledge
(viveka). After having achieved the viveka, the purusa enters the samâdhi,
reaches the freedom (moksa, mukti) from the karma-samsâra, and
gradually establishes himself in the kâivalya, the wonderful loneliness.
Thanks to the ascetic exercises, a good moral life (bâhnya, sâdhana), and
the whole practise of meditation (antaranga sâdhana), the sâdhaka arrives
at the caturtha, the state of turiya in which the mind is all absorbed
(samâdhi) into the intuitive knowledge of its own oneself, âtman, that is
exactly the same thing of the immortal oneself, the impersonal Absolute,
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the Brahman Nirguna. This intuitive knowledge is expressed by the words
“ahman Brahma-asmi”, “I’m the Brahman”. In this state the sâdhaka
becomes a jivanmukta, extinguishes the ignorance (avidyâ), the suffering
(dukkha), and the thirst (trsnâ) of the temporary desires which drew their
strength from the illusion (mâyâ) of the world of the phenomenon.
With different names, we can find the same structural triad, that is to say,
the ethical way of life, the meditation, the intuition of the mind, prelude to
the nirvana, in the Noble Path in Eight Stages by Buddha, under the
names of sȋla, samâdhi and prajñâ.
Suzuki writes:” Throughout the sȋla we rule our external behaviour,
throughout the samâdhi we achieve the inner calm, throughout the prajñâ
we realize the true wisdom”. Therefore, the yoga, the ancient pre-Aryan
way, is the path which leads to an experience of “an absolute value” (Fides
et Ratio72).
This path of the Hinduism is codified in the astânga-yoga (Papali: yoga
octo membrorum) by Patañjali (1.). In the Buddhism it is codified in the
astânga-mârga (Papali Octuplex Via Aryana) by Buddha (2.).

1. Astânga-yoga by Patañjali => Yoga Octo Membrorum
The astanga-yoga is the classic normative text of that spiritual discipline,
the pre-classic yoga, the ancient way, adopted by all the Hindu religious
schools that the Indian wise men practised and passed on from a very
ancient period – pre-Aryan – and whose first fragmentary news can be
seen in the Upanishad of the Vedas.
The systematic work by Patañjali is divided into four parts. The first one
describes the nature of the samadhi; then it follows the description of the
discipline, sâdhana, which leads to the samâdhi; the third part describes the
powers or the perfections, siddhi, which derives from the exercises of
meditation; the fourth part examines the nature of the liberation, the
23

kâivalya: "Patañjali- Radhakrishnan writes- is interested in 'the practical
indication of how we can achieve the salvation throughout a disciplined
activity'”.5
That is how Papali describes the four parts:
 “Yoga sutra dividitur in quattuor partes: prima, Samâdhipâda, tractat
de natura Samâdhi seu exstasis liberativae; secunda, Sâdhana-pâda,
tradit disciplinam qua pertingitur ad Samâdhi; tertia, Vibhuti-pâda,
explicat acquisitiones seu vires supernaturales que consequuntur
exercitium Yogae; et ultima, Kaivalya-pâda, examinat naturam
liberationis".

2. Astânga-mârga by Buddha => Octuplex Via Aryana
In Mahâ Sattipatthâna Suttanta The Buddha says:
 “What is this noble truth upon the way which leads to the end of the
sorrow? It is the noble path, divided into eight steps, that is to say:
honest opinions (1. Sammâ ditthi), honest intentions (2. Sammâ
sankappa); honest words (3. sammâ vâcâ), honest actions (4. Sammâ
kammanta), honest life (5. Sammâ ajȋva), honest exercises (6.
Sammâ vâyâma), honest presence of spirit (7. Sammâ sati), honest
concentration (8. Sammâ samâdhi)”.
Following this “noble Aryan way" (arya-mârga) means to realize an action
of progressive neutralization-destruction of the 'chord' or 'ring' (nidâna)
which joins together the twelve causal links (pratȋtya samutpâda), that
keep alive the cyclical movement of the karma-samsâra, and whose resultaccording to this vision - is: existence, old age, death, that continuously
recur.
5

RADHAKRISHNAN, Indian Philosophy, 2nd vol., Rome 1991.
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We obtain the freedom from this "wheel" or continuous "wandering"
(samsâra) throughout the spiritual discipline of the arya-mârga, which
neutralizes and destroys the "root": suffering (dhukka), ignorance (avidyâ),
thirst of desire (trnsâ), which are expressed by wish-desire-fever of evil.
We should remember that the wish-desire-fever it is also anger, jealousy,
and aggressiveness. All this returning of evil is summarized by the
Sanskrit term “klesa” (pali: kilesa), about what Patanjali spoke. This
turning of evil, according to the Buddhist view, is translated in different
ways: poison, mental agony, moral depravation. This multiple series of our
dark face is often associated to the longing desire (trsnâ).

Conclusion: klesa (in pali: Kilesa) and St. John of the Cross
The fires or psycho-mental poisons called kilesa by the Buddha and called
painful distress, klesa, by Patañjali , are called by St. John of the Cross
“istincts”, toxic and irrational flushes rooted in the human spirit.
There is therefore a strong relationship of identity between klesa/kilesa and
instincts.
In the Indian spirituality thinks that the klesa/istincts springs from the
unconscious (vâsanâ) and from the psycho-mental conditions (citta-vŗtti)
which attack on a large scale the Hindu psycho-mental sphere and the five
aggregates (pañcâ-skanda) which constitute the Buddhist empirical Ego,
the anattâ; the Christian spirituality of St. john of the Cross suggests that
the instincts/klesa are rooted in the spirit (= purusa, synonym of âtman).
In order to suppress the klesa/instincts, the human needs a deeper
purification than the psycho-mental detoxification, just a purification of
the spirit, where the instincts/klesa “draw their strength and their root” (2N
9,3). Therefore, also the atman, understood as the human spirit, has to be
purified, because it is the first source, “strength and root” (2N 3,1) of the
psycho-mental component, the flows and psycho-flows, concupiscenceinstincts/klesa (kilesa).
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Therefore, not every yoga psycho-technique of the Hindu and Buddhist
schools can cure the depth of the human spirit (=purusa, synonym of
âtman) guilty for the sin.
For that reasons we need some following stages: the path in the faith
which the Prince of the Mystics traced in his Ascent of Mount Carmel (2S3S) and the revelation of God described by the Doctor Mysticus in the
Dark Night (1N-2N), that are proper stages of a supernatural mysticism
revealed and accomplished in Jesus Christ, the only way for the Salvation,
to whom all the previous ways, included the Indian spirituality, are like an
evangelical preparation (Lumen Gentium 16)

26

Astânga-yoga by Patañjali

Astânga-mârga by Buddha

The mystic path of St. John of the Cross
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3. PSYCHO-TECHNIQUES

"Finis ultimo non est unio animae cum aliquo alio, sed separatio
(viyoga) eius ab omnibus aliis"
"Il fine ultimo non consiste nell'unione dell'anima con qualche altro essere,
ma nella separazione [viyoga] da ogni altro essere"6.
- C. B. Papali, Order of Discalced Carmelites -

1. psychotechniques
A Christian could fairly asks if and how much, in his path of growth of his
loving relationships with God, he can use the techniques of meditation of
the Far East. The answer is already included in the concept of the nature of
meditation.
Anyway, to be more explicit, we here quote some clarifying words by
Card. Ratzinger:
 “We can accept all and only those things that can be harmonized
with the fundamental structure of the Christian prayer: with its
personal and historical nature… This sets a limit to any psychotechnique. Not any technique can replace the burst of freedom which
6

C. B. PAPALI, Hinduismus (volumen primum), Roma 1953.
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becomes a meeting with God. We can adopt some techniques
according to their being useful to this path of freedom… throughout
some techniques we can engender feelings of peace and relax and
even some appearance of light and warmth, that nevertheless have
nothing to do with the meeting with God, with the real mystic
union”.
In the light of these words we wish now to pay attention to three specific
moments of the Indian meditative praxis, in order to catch the positive
aspects on a psycho-technical ground, but also the dangers and the need
for a steady psychic structures.

2. Path of gradual separation (viyoga)
We have already exposed in detail the psycho-technical aspects of the
doctrinal central body of our Christian inquiry about the Indian
spirituality.
Summarizing and briefly recalling the three specific moments of the Indian
meditative praxis, we have the following movement with a Motum
obliquum
 First stage: mental fixing
 Middle stage: mental introspection
 Last stage: mental denudation
With proper changes, according to the different Indian schools, this
organization, with motum obliquum, is in common between the Hinduism
and Buddhism, Zen included. This meditative praxis stops the mental
changes and leads to the identification atman Brahman/Nirvana.
The succession of the psycho-technical path in the form of yoga results in
the existential separation (viyoga), as Papali remembers us: “finis non est
unio animae cum aliquo alio, sed separatio (viyoga) eius ab omnibus aliis”.
29

Therefore, we can not confuse it with the Christian meditation which is a
theological dynamics, loving attention towards an Other who revealed
Himself in the biblical history.

- For the Hinduism
In the psycho-technical praxis of the Indian existential vision (karmansamsâra-mâya) to achieve the freedom (moksa-mukti), the Hindu yogin,
and he only, without the presence on an Other:
 Destroys the impressions (samskâra) of all previous mental functions
which laid in the memory in a germinal state (bija)
 Stops the forces of the Karma (the effects of the previous actions)
and he so escapes the karma-samsâra
 Creates the emptiness (sūnya) in the mind
 Realizes the existential separation, viyoga
 Enters a marvellous isolation, the kâivalya, without referring to an
Other.
Throughout this path of the natural mystic experience, Papali writes,
“anima humana est finis sui ipsius”.
Patañjali defines the kâivalya as the relax of the spirit (purusa) in itself as a
solitary, isolated unit: “we have the kâivalya when the conscience is based
on its own essence”. Papali explains: “kâivalya seu simplex esse animae”
(Kâivalya or simple being of the soul).
In this state the yogin becomes a jivanmukta, a released who is still living.
In the kâivalya the atman, as a solitary, isolated unit, is identified with the
supreme absolute of the Brahman Nirguna, delighted by the constant use
and experience of the mahâ-vâkya who has been chosen for the meditation,
as for example: “aham Brahma-asmi”: “I am the Brahman”.
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- For the Buddhism
The Buddhism pursues the same aim, with different names. In fact, in the
fifth samapatti, the ninth series of the jhâna, called nirodha-samâpatti, the
bhiksu:
 Destroyes the ignorance (avidyâ)
 Stops - holds up - eliminates (Patanjali: nirodhah; Papali: cohibitio)
the conscience (viññâna) and the sensation (vedanâ) and, as the ideas
present in him vanish without the birth of other ideas, he doesn’t
think (samjñâ) and doesn’t form (rûpa) anything
 Inhibits the impressions or unconscious drives (samskâra)
 Suppresses the thirst of the unhealthy desires
 Extinguishes distress, tears, pain, sorrow, anguish (soka-paridevadukkha, domanass’-upâyasa)
Thanks to the overcoming of the ignorance (avidyâ), the first ring of the
twelve causal knots (pratitya-samutpâda), and to the break of the five
aggregates (pañkâ-skanda), the remained chain results frayed and the
bhiksu, according to the Buddhist Dhamma, goes outlaw of the
“wandering” (karma-samsâra) and establishes himself
in the
samditthikanibbana, that is to say, the visible Nirvana which is realized in
this Earth.
Moreover, thanks to the stopping-holding up (nirodhah) of the conscience
of Buddhism(viññâna) we result in a progressive extinction – on a large
scale – of the five aggregates (pankâ-skanda) that make up the empirical
Ego (anattâ), the non-Ego, which is impermanent (anicca) and source of
pain (dikkha).
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- The Zen
The Zen is an illuminative way of the Buddhist meditation Mahâyâna, in
the Japanese area. This way is essentially described by three concepts:
zazezn, koan, satori.
The meditative techniques zazezn and koan, destroying the formal logic
(conceptualization) create the mental emptiness (sūnya) and make the
human ready for the illumination (satori).
 Zazen is the practice of the dhyana. Suzuki observes that: “The
followers of the Zen suggest the practise of the Dhyana, known as
zazen. Za means “to be sat” and zazen could be understood as a
staying sat in meditation”.
 The Koan is defined by Suzuki as an anecdote, a dialogue of the
disciple with his master, a paradoxical and literally illogic problem, a
logical void to whom it's no use finding a solution and whose
purpose is to loose, or rather, to cancel the normal logic, in order to
achieve the mental void (sunya).
From this path we can notice that also the schools of the Zen (Sôtô and
Rinzai) follow the Hindu meditative discipline of the Yoga. “The Zen has
an inner relationship with a discipline of the first period of the Buddhism,
or rather, of the Hindu civilization”, Suzuki writes, referring to the inner
relationship with the dhyâna, a mental abstraction and a psycho-technique
of the yoga.
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Conclusion
The path of the meditative discipline of the Yoga in the Hinduism and in
the Buddhism is defined by Ancilli as a “slow activity of death, the art of
entering alive in the death, which is not the evangelical death in order to
leave space to an Other, but it is a metaphysical death in order to separate
the activities of the spirit from the body”7.
Who places his trust in this slow activity of death without the help of a
master, of a guru, and approaches the psycho-techniques with a dark and
close mind (mûdha), inevitably suffers serious mental injuries: some forms
of mania, obsessions, hallucinations, schizophrenia, just the effect of the
psycho-techniques used as “mystical drugs”.8
Only those who acquired a focused (ekagra) and controlled (niruddha)
mind are fit for this techniques of psychological introspection. “The
humans – Acharuparambil writes –with a dark or restless or absent mind
(sipta, mûdha, viksipta) have to discipline assiduously their mind to
achieve a certain degree of concentration, in order to be able to submit to
the real yoga”9.

7

E. ANCILLI, La Mistica e le Mistiche, in La Mistica, fenomenologia e
riflessione teologica, 2nd vol., Rome, 1981.
8
E. SANGUINETI, Spiritualità e patologia, in AA. VV., La realizzazione
spirituale dell’uomo. Proceedings of the interdisciplinary Congress held by the
Department of Medicine of the University of Pisa, Milan 1987.
9
D. ACHARUPARAMBIL, Induismo, Vita e Pensiero, Roma 1986.
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The succession of the psycho-technical path in the form of yoga results in
the existential separation (viyoga), as Papali remembers us: “finis non est
unio animae cum aliquo alio, sed separatio (viyoga) eius ab omnibus aliis”.
Therefore, we can not confuse it with the Christian meditation which is a
theological dynamics, loving attention towards an Other who revealed
Himself in the biblical history.
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ARTICOLI
GIOVANNI BALLINI, La salita del monte in San Giovanni
della Croce, in La Stella del Carmelo 2000/1. [esaurito]

Created for Love by God, the man is destined to the union
with this Love, through a way of recovery, of gradual
internalization, that leads from the more exterior to the more
interior, the life of the spirit.

GIOVANNI BALLINI, La preghiera contemplativa, in La
Stella del Carmelo 2001/2. [esaurito]

Each method of contemplation aims at encouraging the
contemplative prayer: it teaches watching, with a loving
attitude, that God who revealed himself and spoke us in His
Son Jesus.

GIOVANNI BALLINI, Giovanni della Croce: Atteggiamento
contemplativo nella Chiesa, in La Stella del Carmelo
2009/1.

The contemplative attitude of the Teresian Carmel tries to
focus the evangelical centre: the cult in the spirit, and reveals
it, "with a whole faith", in "conversation with God in the
spirit".
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ARTICLES
Three articles written for the Journal

La Stella del Carmelo
2000/1 - 2001/2 - 2009/1
In the dark path through new dimension
The title: "In the dark path towards new dimensions", combines two
sentences by St. John of the Cross: "path of dark contemplation" (2S 7,13)
and: "along new ways" (2N 16,8). In the original text in Spanish, the
language of the Mystic Doctor, the two texts sound like this: "senda de
oscura contemplacion" (2S 7,13) and "por nuevos caminos" (2N 16,8).
Some extracts of three articles written for La Stella del Carmelo, the
Journal of the Istituto di Spiritualità Santa Teresa di Gesù Bambino of
Discalced Carmelites in Pisa, are here quoted.
 The first article: "La salita del monte in san Giovanni della Croce"
(2000/1), is an introduction to the two distinct treatises Ascent of
Mount Carmel and Dark Night by St. John of the Cross.
 The second article: "La preghiera contemplativa" (2001/2) introduces
into the mystery of Christian prayer, the fourth part of the Catechism
of the Catholic Church.
 The third article: "Giovanni della Croce: atteggiamento
contemplativo nella chiesa" (2009/1), highlights the new
contemplative dimensions that gradually reveal themselves in
"conversation with God in the spirit" (2S 17,5).
As a triptych, the three articles introduce in a linear form into the mystic
theology of St. John of the Cross; they represent a first approach to the
book: "Il sentiero mistico di Giovanni della Croce. Mistica esplorativa nel
nuovo millennio" (Nerbini Publisher, Florence 2008)
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istituto di spiritualità santa teresa di gesù bambino

- PISA CORSI PUBBLICATI
L e f r o n t i e r e d e l l’ a n i m a
COLLANA DI SPIRITUALITÀ PUBBLICATA DA
RIVISTA DI ASCETICA E MISTICA / EDIZIONI NERBINI
SEZIONE TESTI CARMELITANI

BALLINI G., Il sentiero mistico di Giovanni della Croce.
Mistica esplorativa nel nuovo millennio. Nerbini Firenze
2008, pp. 160.
"A mysticism for the third millennium", that's the
expression that connects the two key elements of this
work: on one hand, the doctrine of St. John of the
Cross, on the other, the need to start from the doctrine
of the Mystic Doctor in order to show to
contemporary mankind new ways for the Spirit.
The aim of the text is to explain the crucial principles
of the spirituality of St. John of the Cross to those
Christians who are well-disposed towards new
adventures of the spirit, in order to reach the "union
with God".

BALLINI G., Spiritualità indiana. Magistero e mistica
carmelitana. Edizioni Nerbini Firenze 2010, pp. 210.

The word "spirituality" expresses the research of an
absolute value. Indian spirituality is here understood as
a research of a spiritual path, a research of the
Absolute, that has its origin in the Yoga (
), the
way of the ancestors, the ancient path of selffulfilment for the Indian humans.
The purpose of the author is to provide introductory
directions of the Indian spirituality in order to identify
the common spiritual basis in the ancient religions of
India and the Christian Faith.
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- PISA STUDI CARMELITANI

REVISTA «MONTE CARMELO» - BURGOS

GIOVANNI BALLINI, San Juan de
la Cruz, buscador de Dios en el
nuevo milenio, in Monte Carmelo
3/2010, Revista de estudios
carmelitanos, Burgos 2010, 485520.

“San Juan de la Cruz, buscador de
Dios, nos lo presenta un Carmelita
Descalzo italiano, buscador del
Istituto de Espiritualidad “Santa
Teresa den Niño Jesús” de los
Carmelitas Teresianos de Pisa
(Italia). En su preocupación por el
diálogo con otras Religiones, el P.
Giovanni Ballini ha focalizado en
la figura de San Juan de la Cruz el
modelo universal de la búsqueda
de Dios. La traducción al
castellano es del P. Ciro García”
(ANIANO
ÁLVAREZ-SUÁREZ,
Presentación, in Monte Carmelo
3/2010, 433).
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“The light of faith in Jesus also illumines
the path of all those who seek God, and makes
a specifically Christian contribution to dialogue
with the followers of the different religions”.
FRANCESCO
- Lumen Fidei 35 -
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